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What are Nematic Elastomers? 

Cross-linked networks of polymeric chains containing nematic mesogens 

backbone 

nematic mesogens 

crosslinkers 

Alignment of mesogens along average direction  n 
induces spontaneous distortion of chains n 
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Elasto-nematic coupling induces spontaneaous 
deformations 
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(T. Sanchez, H. Finkelmann) 
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Purely mechanical stretching  
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Fixed temperature in the nematic phase. 
Initial configuration: s=1, n=e2. Stretch along e1 with rigid clamps:  

 n=e2 

1: stress-strain curve has plateau (soft elasticity) 

s 
(H. Finkelmann, 95) 2: non-uniform director reorientation (stripe-domain instability) 

50 µm 

2 

1 
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Soft modes in phase-transforming solids 
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Macroscopic response from the evolution of microscopic domain patterns 

The lesson from martensites: relevance of spontaneous strains 
 

•  Crystallographic theory of martensites: 
  geometry of patterns dictated by kinematic compatibility between variants. 

•  Energy-based view: 
  tend to see only martensitic variants because they are low energy states.  

de Gennes; Golubovic and Lubensky 
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Spontaneous distortions (Bain strain) 
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n     nematic director,     |n|=1 

a volume preserving uniaxial extension  
along n  of magnitude a 1/3 ≥ 1   (a > 1)  

Fn = a1/3 n⊗n + a-1/6(I - n⊗n) 

n 
(H. Finkelmann) 
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Spontaneous distortions  
(n lives in deformed config.) 
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n 

F = VR , V = Vn = a�1/6(I� n⌦ n) + a1/3(n⌦ n)

Spontaneous distortion: 

F 

emax = direction of max stretch in deformed configuration 
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Re: polar decomposition of deformation gradient F 
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Elastic part of the deformation gradient: Fe and Be  

Pay elastic energy not for deformation relative to Identity 
 

but for deformation “relative to” Fn=Vn=Ln
1/2    (Re: mult decomp in finite plasticity) 
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e
n FLF 2/1=

FLF n
e 2/1−=

Be = Fe(Fe )T

det F=1,    W (F,n)=µ/2 (tr Be - 3) 

= ½ µ ((F FT) ● (Fn Fn
T )-1 -3)  

 Energy minimized when Be=Id, 
  or   FFT= Ln=FnFn

T 

ADS, L. Teresi: Elastic energies for nematic elastomers, Eur. Phys. J. E, vol. 29,  p. 191 (2009),  
V. Agostiniani, ADS: Ogden-type energies for nematic elastomers, Int. J. Nonlinear Mech., vol. 47,  p. 402  (2012). 

Author's personal copy

geometrically linear version (Taylor expansion at order two) of
the new models, which shows the geometric structure of the
underlying energy landscape in a very transparent fashion: the
energy grows quadratically with the distance from the non-
convex set of spontaneous strains (energy wells). Energies of this
type are very common in the theoretical and computational
mechanics community, especially in the context of active and
phase-transforming materials [3]. Our discussion of
their relation with a parent fully nonlinear theory may have the
additional side benefit of inspiring generalizations in the opposite
direction, namely, finite deformation generalizations of existing
small strain theories for active materials.

Because of their ‘‘energy well’’ structure with multiple energy
wells, the energies we deal with are invariably non-convex. In
Section 5 we provide explicit formulas for their quasi-convex
envelopes, and apply them to a simple thought experiment (pure-
shear) to demonstrate their use and their potential at reproducing
the stiffening behavior at very large imposed strains that is typical
of elastomeric materials.

2. Classical expressions for the energy density

Let n be a unit vector denoting the current orientation of the
nematic director, and let nr be a reference orientation (e.g., the
first basis vector of a given cartesian frame). The expression for
the energy density proposed by Warner and Terentjev [5,26] to
model incompressible nematic elastomers is

W n!F " #
c
2
$tr!Lnr F

T
L%1

n F "%3&, det F # 1, !2:1"

where c40 is a material parameter (controlling the rubber
energy scale), tr denotes the trace operator, and

Ln :# a2
J n' n(a2

?!I%n' n", 9n9# 1, !2:2"

where

aJ # a1=3, a? # a%1=6, a#
aJ

a?

! "2

41, !2:3"

with a a material parameter (the step-length anisotropy quantify-
ing the magnitude of the spontaneous stretch along n accompa-
nying the isotropic–nematic phase transformation). Moreover, in

(2.1), F #ry is the gradient of the deformation y mapping
the minimum energy configuration associated with nr into the

current configuration, and F
T

is the transpose of F . Notice that, in
view of (2.3), we have

a2
Ja4
? # det Ln # 1: !2:4"

Following [12,13] (see also the discussion in [15, Section 3]), we
choose as reference configuration the minimum energy configura-
tion associated with the high-temperature isotropic state, see Fig. 1.

Introducing the affine change of variables q, with rq# L1=2
nr

, we
set

y# yJq,

where J denotes the composition of the maps y and q, and let
F :# ry. We have

F # FL%1=2
nr

and can rewrite energy (2.1) as

Wn!F" :#
c
2
ftr$!L%1=2

n F"!L%1=2
n F"T &%3g, det F # 1:

Note that

L%1=2
n # a%1

J n' n(a%1
? !I%n' n",

# a%1=3n' n(a1=6!I%n' n": !2:5"

As we will see later, it is often useful to see Wn as a function of FFT.
By defining, for a positive symmetric matrix B,

~W n!B" :#
c
2
$tr!L%1=2

n BL%1=2
n "%3&, det B# 1, !2:6"

we have that Wn!F" # ~W n!FFT ". Finally, denoting by 0ol1!F"r
l2!F"rl3!F" the singular values of F (so that l2

1!F"rl2
2!F"rl2

3!F"
are the ordered eigenvalues of B# FFT ), one easily shows (see the
proof of Proposition 5.1 for details) that

~W !B" :# min
9n9 # 1

~W n!B" #
c

2a2
?

tr B% 1%
a2
?

a2
J

 !
l2

3%3a2
?

" #
,

or, equivalently, that

W!F" :# min
9n9 # 1

Wn!F" #
c

2a2
?

l2
1!F"(l

2
2!F"(

a?
aJ

! "2

l2
3!F"%3a2

?

" #

#
c
2

a1=3 l2
1!F"(l

2
2!F"(

1
a
l2

3!F"%3a%1=3

# $
:

The foregoing algebraic manipulations can be summarized by the
schematic graph of Fig. 1, which naturally suggests to introduce
the matrices

Fe
n :# L%1=2

n F, Be
n :# Fe

n!F
e
n"

T # L%1=2
n BL%1=2

n !2:7"

arising from the decomposition

F # L%1=2
n Fe

n

of the deformation gradient F into an elastic part Fn
e and a

spontaneous part L1=2
n . The matrix L1=2

n describes the stress-free
strain of the material corresponding to the current orientation n
of the nematic director. Using (2.7), expression (2.6) assumes the
classical Neo-Hookean form

~W n!B" #
c
2
!tr Be

n%3", det B# 1: !2:8"

3. Ogden-type expressions for the energy density

We use the following notation: Sym!3", Psym!3", Orth!3" and
SO!3" denote the set of matrices in R3)3 which are symmetric,
positive definite and symmetric, orthogonal, rotations, respectively.
As usual, we label with sym(M) the symmetric part !M(MT "=2 of a
matrix MAR3)3.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating two possible choices of reference configuration
(the one for y and the other for y) and the elastic part Fn

e of the deformation
gradient F.

V. Agostiniani, A. DeSimone / International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics 47 (2012) 402–412 403
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Warner-Terentjev energies 
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M. Warner, E. Terentjev, Liquid crystal elastomers, Clarendon Press, Oxford 2007. 

Fn = a1/3 n⊗n + a-1/6(I - n⊗n)     Bain strain 

W (F, n ) =  ½ µ ( (F FT) ● (Fn Fn
T )-1 -3) ,  det F=1 

n 

This density is isotropic  
(no distinguished director direction, such as x-linking state): 

Also: Frank elasticity, electrostatic, dynamics ...  

Anisotropic corrections: Wβ  = W + ½ µ β ( (FT F) ● (Fn0
TFn0 )-1 -3) ,  det F=1

 (rest. force favoring special director n0 through Fn0) 

   

(it’s the celebrated trace formula, after change of ref. conf.) 
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Small strains (but large director rotations) 
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Fn= a1/3 n⊗n + a-1/6(I - n⊗n) 

W(F,n)=½ µ ((F FT) ● (Fn Fn
T )-1-3), det F=1 

      a1/3 = 1 + γ ,  γ <<1  measures spontaneous stretch  along n 

E0(n)= 3/2 γ (n⊗n - 1/3 I ) 
 

 

I + E0(n) 

ADS, L. Teresi: Elastic energies for nematic elastomers, Eur. Phys. J. E, vol. 29,  p. 191 (2009), 
V. Agostiniani, ADS: Gamma-convergence of energies for nematic elastomers in the small strain limit, Cont. Mech. Thermodyn. 
vol. 23, p. 257 (2011). 

F = ∂y
∂x

= I + ∂u
∂x

 ,   ∇u <<1  )(2
1

i

j

j

i
ij x

u
x
uE

∂

∂
+

∂

∂
=

µ | E – E0(n) |2 , tr E=0 

µ (| E – E0(n) |2   + β | E – E0(n0) |2) , tr E=0 
 

        n0 (= e2)   preferred director orientation 

Wβ(F,n),  det F=1 
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Geometric structure of the energy landscape 
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µ | E – E0(n) |2  , tr E =0 Always positive unless    E =E 0(n) 
Penalizes deformations  relative to E 0(n)  
  

     µ | E – E0(n) |2   = µ [ (emax - γ)2  + (emid –γ/2)2 + (emin - γ/2)2  ] 
 
= µ  dist2 (E, set of spontaneous strains) 
 

 achieved by n along direction of emax 

min  
n 

Plane strain:  
n in e1,e2 plane,     
E = E0(e2) +  ΔE(ε,δ) 

Special states:               ε=0, δ=0   E =E 0(e2) ;   ε=1, δ=0   E =E 0(e1)   

µ (| E – E0(n) |2   + β | E – E0(e2) |2)  Always positive unless    E =E 0(n)= E0(e2) 
 Favors n=e2 and E = E0(e2) 
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Energy landscape (plane strain, extension-shear) 
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P. Cesana, ADS, Quasiconvex envelopes of energies for nematic elastomers in the small strain regime and applications,  J. 
Mech. Phys. Solids, vol. 59, p. 787  (2011). 

isotropic 
(ideally soft) 

µ | E – E0(n) |2    

= 2 µ [ (emax(ε,δ) - γ)2 ] 

min  
n 

anisotropic 

µ (| E – E0(n) |2   + β | E – E0(e2) |2) 

 = 2 µ [ (emax(ε,δ) - γ)2  + β (ε2+δ2)] 

min  
n 

Negative shear moduli: instability of the homogeneous unsheared states 
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QC envelopes (plane strain, extension-shear) 
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isotropic 
(ideally soft) 

Effective response to  ε, δ=0 

Can do any loading path  ε, δ 

Wqc(F) = value at F of largest  
quasiconvex function below W 
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QC envelopes (anisotropic case) 
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isotropic 
(ideally soft) 

anisotropic 

circle radius 
β+1
1

2
1
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Small strains vs. Large strains 
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Small strains 
(ideally soft) 

Large strains 
(ideally soft) 

Anisotropic case 
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3d case (rank-two laminates) 
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ADS, G. Dolzmann: Arch. Rat. Mech. An., vol.161, p.181 (2002); P. Cesana and ADS, Quasiconvex envelopes of energies for 
nematic elastomers in the small strain regime and applications,  J. Mech. Phys. Solids, vol. 59, p. 787  (2011). 

Small strains 
(ideally soft) 

Large strains 
(ideally soft) 
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Applications 
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Theory vs. Experiment 

Multiscale numerics 
 
(Conti, ADS, Dolzmann) 

X-ray scattering (Zubarev et al.) Direct observation (Terentjev) 
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Force-stretch curves from energy minimizing 
states through qc envelopes 

 min    W (F,n) 
n 

isotropic: no restoring force to initial n 

∞=AR

β  

 min    Wβ (F,n) 
n 

β strength of anisotropy 

n0 
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Numerics with small strain theory 
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Multiscale numerics 
 
(Cesana, ADS, Teresi) 

X-ray scattering (Zubarev et al.) Direct observation (Terentjev) 
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Large strains 
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Ogden-type energy: 

V. Agostiniani, ADS: Ogden-type energies for nematic elastomers, Int J Nonlinear Mech., vol. 47, p. 402 (2012). 
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geometrically linear version (Taylor expansion at order two) of
the new models, which shows the geometric structure of the
underlying energy landscape in a very transparent fashion: the
energy grows quadratically with the distance from the non-
convex set of spontaneous strains (energy wells). Energies of this
type are very common in the theoretical and computational
mechanics community, especially in the context of active and
phase-transforming materials [3]. Our discussion of
their relation with a parent fully nonlinear theory may have the
additional side benefit of inspiring generalizations in the opposite
direction, namely, finite deformation generalizations of existing
small strain theories for active materials.

Because of their ‘‘energy well’’ structure with multiple energy
wells, the energies we deal with are invariably non-convex. In
Section 5 we provide explicit formulas for their quasi-convex
envelopes, and apply them to a simple thought experiment (pure-
shear) to demonstrate their use and their potential at reproducing
the stiffening behavior at very large imposed strains that is typical
of elastomeric materials.

2. Classical expressions for the energy density

Let n be a unit vector denoting the current orientation of the
nematic director, and let nr be a reference orientation (e.g., the
first basis vector of a given cartesian frame). The expression for
the energy density proposed by Warner and Terentjev [5,26] to
model incompressible nematic elastomers is

W n!F " #
c
2
$tr!Lnr F

T
L%1

n F "%3&, det F # 1, !2:1"

where c40 is a material parameter (controlling the rubber
energy scale), tr denotes the trace operator, and

Ln :# a2
J n' n(a2

?!I%n' n", 9n9# 1, !2:2"

where

aJ # a1=3, a? # a%1=6, a#
aJ

a?

! "2

41, !2:3"

with a a material parameter (the step-length anisotropy quantify-
ing the magnitude of the spontaneous stretch along n accompa-
nying the isotropic–nematic phase transformation). Moreover, in

(2.1), F #ry is the gradient of the deformation y mapping
the minimum energy configuration associated with nr into the

current configuration, and F
T

is the transpose of F . Notice that, in
view of (2.3), we have

a2
Ja4
? # det Ln # 1: !2:4"

Following [12,13] (see also the discussion in [15, Section 3]), we
choose as reference configuration the minimum energy configura-
tion associated with the high-temperature isotropic state, see Fig. 1.

Introducing the affine change of variables q, with rq# L1=2
nr

, we
set

y# yJq,

where J denotes the composition of the maps y and q, and let
F :# ry. We have

F # FL%1=2
nr

and can rewrite energy (2.1) as

Wn!F" :#
c
2
ftr$!L%1=2

n F"!L%1=2
n F"T &%3g, det F # 1:

Note that

L%1=2
n # a%1

J n' n(a%1
? !I%n' n",

# a%1=3n' n(a1=6!I%n' n": !2:5"

As we will see later, it is often useful to see Wn as a function of FFT.
By defining, for a positive symmetric matrix B,

~W n!B" :#
c
2
$tr!L%1=2

n BL%1=2
n "%3&, det B# 1, !2:6"

we have that Wn!F" # ~W n!FFT ". Finally, denoting by 0ol1!F"r
l2!F"rl3!F" the singular values of F (so that l2

1!F"rl2
2!F"rl2

3!F"
are the ordered eigenvalues of B# FFT ), one easily shows (see the
proof of Proposition 5.1 for details) that

~W !B" :# min
9n9 # 1

~W n!B" #
c

2a2
?

tr B% 1%
a2
?

a2
J

 !
l2

3%3a2
?

" #
,

or, equivalently, that

W!F" :# min
9n9 # 1

Wn!F" #
c

2a2
?

l2
1!F"(l

2
2!F"(

a?
aJ

! "2

l2
3!F"%3a2

?

" #

#
c
2

a1=3 l2
1!F"(l

2
2!F"(

1
a
l2

3!F"%3a%1=3

# $
:

The foregoing algebraic manipulations can be summarized by the
schematic graph of Fig. 1, which naturally suggests to introduce
the matrices

Fe
n :# L%1=2

n F, Be
n :# Fe

n!F
e
n"

T # L%1=2
n BL%1=2

n !2:7"

arising from the decomposition

F # L%1=2
n Fe

n

of the deformation gradient F into an elastic part Fn
e and a

spontaneous part L1=2
n . The matrix L1=2

n describes the stress-free
strain of the material corresponding to the current orientation n
of the nematic director. Using (2.7), expression (2.6) assumes the
classical Neo-Hookean form

~W n!B" #
c
2
!tr Be

n%3", det B# 1: !2:8"

3. Ogden-type expressions for the energy density

We use the following notation: Sym!3", Psym!3", Orth!3" and
SO!3" denote the set of matrices in R3)3 which are symmetric,
positive definite and symmetric, orthogonal, rotations, respectively.
As usual, we label with sym(M) the symmetric part !M(MT "=2 of a
matrix MAR3)3.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram illustrating two possible choices of reference configuration
(the one for y and the other for y) and the elastic part Fn

e of the deformation
gradient F.

V. Agostiniani, A. DeSimone / International Journal of Non-Linear Mechanics 47 (2012) 402–412 403
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Warner-Terentjev trace formula: 
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Ogden-type energies 
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Ogden 

 Trace formula 
(Neo-Hookean, Mooney-Rivlin) 

Ogden: c1= 1.5 µ , γ1= 1.5;  c2=0.001 µ, γ2=5 ;  

Trace formula: c1= µ =1 , γ1= 2. 
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Discussion and open problems 
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•  Dynamics? 
•  Better characterization of doman patterns (Frank-like terms, defects) ? 

•  What can we do with these materials ? 

Haptic Displays (E. Terentjev) 
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Soft Robotics and Microfluidics 
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Light-driven swimmer (P. Palffy) 
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Imprinted nematic texture induces bending 
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TIN 

Y. Sawa, K. Urayama, T. Takigawa, ADS, L. Teresi:  
Thermally driven giant bending of LCE films with hybrid alignment, Macromolecules, vol.43,  p. 4362 (2010). 

-  anisotropic swelling  
-  a1/3  → 1 as T → TIN 
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Dynamics (under applied e-field) 
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A. Fukunaga, K. Urayama, T. Takigawa, ADS, L. Teresi:  
Dynamics of electro-opto-mechanical effects in swollen nematic elastomers, Macromolecules, vol.41,  p. 9389 (2008). 
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Microstructures 
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How do they evolve? 
 
How to go beyond coarse-grained info (e.g., domain size) ? 
 
Frank (or Landau-de Gennes) elasticity (what about BCs?), defects, …. 

β  
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Thanks ! 
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